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Good news is that reliable and proven open-source frameworks are available for developing
effective solutions that help in timely leveraging of all opportunities and robustly meeting all new
market challenges, optimize every customer-facing process, enhance business competitiveness and
brand image.

Ruby on Rails Development Platform

The Ruby on Rails development platform offers:

â€¢	Cutting-edge features for business functionality

â€¢	Communication with Ruby modules for interaction

â€¢	User interface with intuitive behavior

â€¢	Excellent ease of use

â€¢	Facility to integrate and interface with other business systems

â€¢	Facility to customize to specific and demanding requirements

â€¢	Implements best practices in online solution design

Ruby on Rails Business Applications

Ruby on Rails programmers can build specialized features in Ruby on Rails applications for
improved business returns and customer satisfaction levels.

Features in Ruby on Rails provide facilities to develop suitable business applications with online
merchandising features. Rails experts can design powerful functionality for large enterprise systems
or optimized solutions for small and medium businesses.

It does not always need a team of Ruby on Rails developers to handle Ruby on Rails applications
as they are specially designed for the business user. It is possible for a skilled ruby on rails
programmer to incorporate sophisticated business logic.

An experienced ruby on rails developer can design special promotions targeted to specific customer
profiles. Ruby on Rails programmers develop application features to generate up-sell and cross-sell
scenarios according to a customerâ€™s buying habits. Rails programmers design solutions to create
automatic inventory control processes according to real-time trends in product demand.

Ruby on rails programmers design features in Ruby on Rails applications to generate activity
reports on multiple products lines and stock keeping units across multiple business functions in
multiple formats.

Ruby Programmers can develop business applications with

â€¢	Ordering, Inventory Management & Fulfillment Features
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â€¢	Customer Behavior Driven Marketing

â€¢	Customer Support Tools

â€¢	Various Payment Processing Options

â€¢	Communication, Interaction And Integration With Other Modules/ Systems

â€¢	Sophisticated Reporting

â€¢	Multi-Language, Multi-Region, Multi-Currency Features

Powerful Marketing Content in Ruby on Rails Business Applications

Ruby on Rails programmers can be design applications to implement creative content, backed by a
full-fledged enterprise class content management system.

Ruby on rails developers can build suitable online content for value enhancement and high impact.
A Ruby on Rails programmer builds applications that can provide powerful content management
tools for intelligent and efficient deployment of business and marketing content.

Ruby on Rails developers can design business solutions with easy, template-driven user interface to
manage content, including e-commerce catalogs and marketing communications. Rails
development brings powerful features like personalized content, defining editing rights, expiration
period for content and automatic updates to content.

Ruby on Rails programmers design applications to ensure that content is delivered to the right
target in the right format at the right time from a centralized console. Rails development includes
essential and highly useful features for editorial control, including automated content routing to let
managers approve content, permission-based access to ensure that only certain people edit certain
sections of the site and administrator overrides enabling senior editors to make changes directly to
the site.

Ruby on Rails development experts can configure the solution to utilize real-time data from different
sources to eliminate manually maintaining information pages for customers, employees and
business partners.

With expert Ruby on Rails application development, it is possible to define when a piece of content
should go live or be removed from the site. The system can also be configured to automatically
remove or move down content when new content is added. These updates can be configured to
cascade through the website.

Ruby on Rails development platform provides the facilities to develop applications with multiple
language integration for content for easy management of content in any of several languages.
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